A novel extension of the classical signal-adaptive median filter ( S A M ) is proposed in this paper. It is the so-called morphological signal-adaptive median filter ( M S A M ) . Two modifications are introduced in the S A M filter aiming at: (1) enhancing S A M impulse detection mechanism so that it detects not only impulses of a constant amplitude but randomly-valued impulses as well, (2) employing an anisotropic window adaptation based on binary morphological erosions/dilations with predefined structuring sets. Performance results are reported by evaluating both objective criteria (e.g. S N R , M A E ) and subjective criteria (e.g. the perceived quality of the filtered images). The proposed M S A M filter outperforms the classical S A M filter in all cases.
INTRODUCTION
The corruption of images by noise is a frequently encountered problem in many image processing tasks. The observed noise can be modeled either as additive white, impulsive, signal-dependent or a combination of them [l] . Therefore, the need emerges for implementing smoothing techniques that are able to treat different kinds of noise. Furthermore, a noise-free version of the corrupted image required by adaptive filtering algorithms during the training procedure is not always available. Moreover, it is well known that the main objectives of image filtering algorithms are: (a) the suppression of noise in homogeneous regions, (b) the preservation of edges and (c) the removal of impulses of constant as well as of random value [l, 21 . A class of filters that fulfills these requirements is the so called signaladaptive filters. Signal-adaptive median ( S A M ) is a paradigm of this class [l] . Other signaladaptive filters are proposed in [3, 41. A novel extension of the classical signaladaptive median filter ( S A M ) is proposed in this paper. It is the so-called morphological signaladaptive median filter ( M S A M ) . This filter performs well on many kinds of noise. It does not require. a priori knowledge of a noise-free image, but only of certain noise characteristics, which can easily be estimated. It adapts its behaviour based on a local S N R measure achieving thus edge preservation and noise smoothing in homogeneous regions. It smooths the impulsive noise as well. ZM(k, 1) is the modified median, i.e., the median of the pixels that remain after the removal of impulses from the local window. b(k, I ) is a weighting coefficient that is used to adapt the window size according to whether a flat region or an edge has been met. It is evident that total noise suppression is achieved in homogeneous regions, because a large window is employed due to b(k, I ) being close to 0. Edges are also preserved well, because a small window size is used due to b(k, I )
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being close to 1 in this case. The window increment/decrement procedure is explained below. Two major modifications in the classical S A M filter [l] are introduced in the proposed M S A M filter: (1) M S A M employs the morphological operations of dilation and erosion with certain predefined structuring elements (SEs) in order to vary the window size anisotropically with respect to the local image content. ( 2 ) M S A M employs two impulse detectors: one for constant impulses (either positive or negative) and another for randomly-valued impulses. Impulse detection is done only in the initial window of dimensions 3 x 3. Subsequently, the several steps of the algorithm are presented.
Constant value impulse detection [l]:
The filter performs detection of constant value impulses in an initial window of dimensions 3 x 3 by using a signal-dependent threshold ~~( k , I ) for negative impulses given by:
and another one for positive impulses defined by:
where c is a constant equal to 5 where xmtn is the minimum value pixel, zmtn2 is the second minimum value pixel, zmas is the maximum value pixel and zmaZ2 is the second maximum value pixel in the initial window. If Iz(k,I) -Z~( k , 1 ) 1 is greater than any of the thresholds hl or h2, then z(k, I ) is of very small or of very large value with respect to its neighbouring pixels and most possibly is a randomlyvalued impulse. If the current pixel is an impulse, either constant or randomly-valued, it is excluded from the estimation of the median at the current and at any future window centered a t (k, 1 ) yielding the modified median employed in ( 2 ) . Step 3 is compared to a predefined threshold b,.
If it is smaller than b t , then the current pixel is assumed to belong to a homogeneous region. Otherwise, thr current pixel belongs to an edge. The threshold bt lies in the interval [0, 11. Its selection is accomplished in accordance with the degree of corruption and the nature of noise. For highly corrupted images, its value is lower than 0.5. If the image is corrupted by pure Gaussian noise of relatively medium variance, the threshold lies in the range [0.65, 0.851. A reliable method for the choice of the threshold bt is described in [l] . Methods employing local statistics have been reported in [3] . 
I. If it does not belong to an edge:
An attempt is made to increase the window size by using the odd-angle SEs.
(i) If an edge is "hit" (e.g. b ( k , I ) > b t ) any odd-angle SE employed is excluded and the even-angle SEs that compose it are tested for possible window increment. For example, if B4 is excluded, B1 and Bz are tested for possible window increment. This means that the sides of the mask are also separately checked expecting that an edge is possibly met at one side only. By doing so, maximal window increment is achieved.
(ii) If an edge is not met, then the odd-angle SE is used to increase the window size. The corresponding even-angle SEs are then excluded. In the next step, the odd-angle SEs, that have not been excluded in a previous step, are tested again. In the above-described example, B B , BZ and Bl remain to be tested.
In other words, if it is known from a previous step that a window side meets an edge, this side is not considered again.
The procedure continues until all the oddangle and all the even-angle SEs are excluded or until a t least one side reaches a maximal size (e.g., 11).
11
. If the pixel belongs to an edge, the goal is to expand the mask in the neighbouring regions that are homogeneous. That is, the current pixel is labeled as a border pixel and the window increment is done towards the side of the edge where the pixel belongs to. To do so, the opposite side of the edge must be found and the incre-ment of the filter window towards that direction must be prohibited. This is done as follows. The average value of the pixels on each of the four sides of a window of dimensions 3 x 3 is derived and the absolute difference between these average values and the current pixel is calculated. The side that corresponds to the greater difference is removed., The difference is a measure of deviation of the side pixels from the current one. The side that deviates the most is possibly the side that should be removed. The decrement of the initial window size is achieved by the operation of erosion with one of the SEs B1, B;, B2, 8," . Subsequently, the window increases towards the remaining sides in the way described above by using appropriate SEs. For example, if erosion with B1 were performed, Bi, B2, B,", B3, Bi would be used to increase further the window. Finally, if the current pixel is detected as an impulse, the factor b ( k , I ) is set to 0 (thus allowing maximum filtering). 
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S I M U L A T I O N R E S U L T S A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
The noise-free image "Airfield" has been corrupted by adding white i.i.d. noise obeying the pdf of a Gaussian mixture given by:
with mean value E ( n ) close to 0, and variance a; = a$( 1 -A + 1/X) [6] . The contamination factor A, along with the initial standard deviation au, determine the degree of corruption. The result of this noise corruption process is a mixture of Gaussian and impulsive noise of varying characteristics according to the value of both X and cry. It is worth noting that the special case of pure constant value impulsive noise is additionally examined in order to test the robustness of the proposed filter in this kind of noise as well. Two objective criteria have been evaluated for each pair of noisy and filtered images, namely the S N R and the M A E , defined by: Figure 2b . Second, X is chosen to be equal to 1.0 which implies that only pure Gaussian noise is present in the noisy image. A value close to 474.0 has also been used for a : . Finally, an impulsive noise of 10% positive and 10% negative constant value impulses has been added to "Airfield" to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm for pure impulsive noise. The simulation results for the three cases are listed in Table 1 . For comparison purposes, results obtained by using the S A M and the median filter of dimensions 3 x 3 are also included in Table 1 . To facilitate the comparison between the filtered images only a part of all images is demonstrated. Figure 3a shows the output of the morphological S A M filter corresponding to the image part that is examined. The output of the classical S A M filter and the median filter of dimensions 3 x 3 is shown in Figures 3b and 3c , respectively. The inspection of Table 1 manifests that 
